Sir: Further to the recent correspondence, I would totally support the views expressed by Dr Mathew (Psychiatric Bulletin, 1993, 17, 627).

Hypnosis is neither alternative nor substitute nor 'second line' therapy. Hypnosis is additional therapy useful in that large area of illnesses which fall within the category of the neuroses, as well as for a certain limited number of problems for which drugs are usually unavailable or unsuitable (Waxman, 1980).

The sooner that psychiatrists and indeed the College accepts this fact, the better for the profession - as well as for our patients.


D. WAXMAN, President, British Society of Medical and Dental Hypnosis. Metropolitan and South, and Vice President, Section of Hypnosis and Psychosomatic Medicine, Royal Society of Medicine, London W1

The Mental Health Act 1983 and people with learning disabilities

A recent visit from the Mental Health Commissioners in Powys highlighted a dilemma. One commissioner alluded to 'considering to place an informal person with severe learning disability and associated disturbed/disruptive behaviour on section 3 of the Mental Health Act so that protection could be offered in respect of consent to treatment with the antipsychotic medications required in order to control behaviour problems'. This raises fundamental issues.

(a) Even if the informal patient (resident) is incapable of giving valid and informed consent, he or she is not actively refusing to take medication. The question of implied consent and duty of care are relevant here.

(b) Can a patient (resident) with severe learning disability who needs antipsychotic medication for behaviour problems, which are largely of nuisance in nature, be detained just to offer the protection for consent to treatment even if he or she does not fulfil the criteria of the Act for being diagnosed severely mentally impaired, i.e. in the absence of abnormally aggressive or grossly irresponsible conduct and not a risk to self or others?

(c) There will be enormous repercussions for resettlement into 'ordinary facilities' in the community.

(d) This approach will label and stigmatise people against the principles of normalisation. Detention under the Mental Health Act 1983 inherently has serious connotations.

(e) How will the Act afford protection to these people with similar needs in the community in ordinary facilities?

(f) The issue of management of a resident who is prone to wandering or absconding is equally contentious and has not been dealt with adequately in the Act.

These issues are gaining importance in the light of heightening awareness of the rights of people with learning disabilities and are equally applicable in hospital and community situations.
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